We say an ideal B of R is semiprime if R/B is a semiprime ring. Lemma 1. // B is an ideal of R then Ann B is a semiprime ideal of R. In fact, Ann ß = HiP e ?|B £ P\. Proof. BçDlPe 9\BCP\. Now let B' = HiP e 9\B £P|. BB' Ç BD B' = 0, so B' C Ann B. On the other hand, for any P 7j B, B Ann B = 0 Ç P,
A SUBDIRECT DECOMPOSITION OF SEMIPRIME RINGS AND ITS APPLICATION TO MAXIMAL QUOTIENT RINGS LOUIS HALLE ROWEN1 ABSTRACT.
Levy [2] has examined semiprime rings which are irredundant subdirect products of prime rings. In this note we look at the role of inessential prime ideals and see how every semiprime ring is a subdirect product of (i) a semiprime ring which is an irredundant subdirect product of prime rings, and (ii) a semiprime (nonprime) ring, all of whose prime ideals are essential. This leads to a direct sum decomposition of maximal left quotient rings of semiprime rings with left singular ideal zero.
Let R be a semiprime ring, i.e., R has no nonzero nilpotent ideals.
Let ? = iprime ideals of R\. It is well known that C\\P e f\ = 0. If A is a subset of R then let Ann A = \r e R\ar = 0 for all a e A\, and let Ann A = \r e R\ra = 0 for all a e A\.
Since R is semiprime, Ann A = Ann A for any ideal A of R. iProof.
(4 Ann A)2 C iAnn'A)A = 0, so A Ann'A = 0, implying Ann'A C Ann A;
Ann A C Ann A follows by symmetry.) We say an ideal A is essential if A D B 4 0 for any nonzero ideal B of R. iNote. 0 is an inessential ideal.) This is equivalent to Ann A = 0 by an argument similar to the previous one.
so Ann B C P, implying Ann B C B'. Hence B' = Ann B. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Any inessential prime ideal of R is minimal as a prime ideal.
Proof. Let P, P be prime ideals of R, let P be inessential, and suppose PCP. We claim P = P. Otherwise Ann PCP since P Ann P = 0Ç P.
Then (Ann P)2 C P Ann P C P Ann P = 0, so Ann P = 0, contrary to the fact that P is inessential. So we see P is minimal. Q.E.D.
Let 91={P e 9\P is inessential!, let 92 = {P e f\P is essential!, and let /= C\{P e 9T heorem 1. For any P in 9 v C\{P\P e 3^ -{P\\ 4 }■ Proof. Suppose 0{P\P e ?1-{P\\= ]. For any P e 9 v P Ann P = 0 Ç P. But P j£ P by Lemma 2, so Ann P Ç P. Therefore, Ann PC fï(P| P e 9^-{P\\ = /, so (Ann P)2 Ç/ Ann P Ç P Ann P = 0, implying Ann P = 0, contrary to the fact that P is inessential.
Q.E.D. .for some P £ 9v ]' Ann /' = 0 C P, so /' C P. But ] C P, so Ann P Ç Ann / = /'. Hence (Ann P)2 Ç /' Ann PCP Ann P = 0, so Ann P = 0, implying P is essential. Therefore Ann /' C C\{P e 9x\ = /, so / = Ann /'.) to show Ann Pit) = 0 for all t e [0, l]. Let / e Ann Pit). We see fit') = 0 for all t 4 t in [O, l], so, by continuity at t, f -0. Hence Ann Pit) = 0, as desired.
As we shall see, being prime-essential is a sort of obstruction to "niceness" of a semiprime ring. Of course, prime-essential rings have essential minimal prime ideals. Also, prime-essential rings have no maximal annihilators (since these are easily seen to be prime and inessential). Hence, any strictly ascending chain of nonzero annihilators can be extended to an infiite chain of annihilators.
Another remark is that each semiprime ring has a prime ideal with no left regular elements.
(Proof. The set of left regular elements is a multiplicative set; an ideal maximal with respect to having null intersection with this set is easily seen to be prime.) Hence, every prime-essential ring contains an essential prime ideal with no left regular elements. The consequences of this corollary for semiprime Pl-rings are given in [3] . Briefly speaking, the maximal left quotient of a semiprime primeessential PI-ring has no simple direct summand, whereas the maximal left quotient of a prime PI-ring is simple; hence / is the obstruction to QiR) being the direct sum of simple rings.
